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Contract Lifecycle Management

CONTRACT 
LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT

Supercharge your 
business with contract 

automation!

Why 

Choose Us?
LexKontract is a Contract Lifecycle 
Management System (CLM) by Lexcomply. It 
is a customizable approval workflow engine 
to automate various stages of a contract 
starting from draft to review to approval. 
Maximise your operational and financial 
performance while reducing business risk 
with a user-friendly interface, powered by a 
powerful engine and complete audit trail.

SIMPLIFY
Simplify your Contract Lifecycle. Do more 
with less. 

AUTOMATE
Automate your business process. Increase 
efficiency, lower cost. 

EXPERIENCE
Experience a new way to manage templates. 
Leverage digitisation.



Ease of use! We hate 
complexity, so we 

simplify.

Collaboration, 
amendment, and 

sharing capabilities.

Strategic Merits of using LexKontract

Potential for 
customization.

Secure delivery and 
storage options.

LexKontract
AdvantagesLexKontract

Features

Swift Creation – Create contracts quick for 
just digitisation or by launching new 
contract lifecycles.

Dynamic Lifecycle – Create secured 
contract workflow as you go from draft to 
review to approval.

Digital Signature – Ability to electronically 
sign contract documents easily by all the 
contract parties.

Addendums and Renewals - Create 
addendums or use cloning of existing 
contracts for quick renewal.

Smart Repository – Maintain centralised 
database for quick access, search and 
powerful analytics.

Dashboard Analytics – Take actions from 
dashboard directly or analyse with 
interactive graphs.

Template Store – Build contracts using one 
or more reusable templates at the click of a 
button.

Advanced Security - Role based 
configurable security setup with powerful 
2x2 security matrix.

eDiscovery anywhere in contracts in the 
scanned documents.

Create and compare eversions of your 
contract document during the lifecycle.

eCompare any two contracts

Bulk upload using Excel and PDFs

Auto emailers for contract expiry & 
status updates.

Contract termination feature to safely 
end and intimate parties involved. 

Involve your other parties in the
lifecycle for review, 
negotiation and 
signature.

How it Works?

Every company’s CLM needs are different!

Connect with one of our platform specialists to 
discuss how LexKontract can deliver business 

process improvement to your organization through 
contract intelligence.


